
Floor-Wall to Floor-Ceiling
Radiographic System

FWFC Floor-Wall to Floor-Ceiling System

The Del Medical FWFC System offers an afforable, flexible design ideal for hospital radiology departments, 
medical imaging centers and orthopedic facilities looking to maximize space and minimize room modifications. 
Secure 10 ft floor and wall mounted rails allow for effortless longitudinal travel and quick positioning.  

Its tube stand features an analog angulation dial, pressure activated 180° colum rotation, electric vertical and 
longitudinal locks, and a 9 in. transverse travel range for total table top accessibility. 

A�ordable Quality
and Reliablity
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RT100 Table

The sturdy RT100 four-way float top table delivers 
exceptional durability and comfort. Its all steel 
welded base structure can withstand patient weights 
up to 700 lbs. (318 kg). A front-facing electric lock 
release foot treadle controls all movements. This 
provides effortless operation of the smooth, stain 
resistant fiber resin table top.    

The RT100’s pedestal base can be used to house 
generator electoronics to save space and reduce 
unwanted clutter. 

VS100 Wall Stand

The counterbalanced VS100 features electric locks 
that allow for easy positioning. Its extensive vertical 
travel provides technologists with a comprehensive 
range of exams from skull to weight bearing knee 
and ankle exams. The VS100 is our most compact 
wall stand making it a great option for tight room 
configurations.

EV800 Table

The durable EV800 elevating four-way float top table 
delivers outstanding safety and usability. Featuring 
an exclusive four-point lift system and exceptionally 
quiet motor-drive, its smooth, scratch resistant table 
top lowers to a height of just 22” to ensure stress
-free patient transfers and adjustments. Offering a 
high patient weight capacity of up to 800lbs (363 kg), 
stable continuous movement is possible through 
conveniently placed recessed foot treadles and 
table-side controls, suitable for increasing 
technologist performance and satisfaction.

VS300 Wall Stand

The reliable VS300 wall stand utilizes electromagnetic ‘fail safe’ 
locks to maintain operator confidence throughout the imaging 
procedure. Full receptor movement to the floor, patient-side 
handgrips and optional overhead handgrips promote efficient 
upright exams without placing unnecessary strain onthe patient.
 
Designed for convenience, the VS300 technologist handgrip 
permits relaxed vertical travel by angling with the operator’s 
wrist as the image receptor is raised or lowered.

Premium Upgrades
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